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spiritual ideal which a cathedral incarnates, even wnen
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whether it is possiDIC lorIt is a serious question
this generation to build a cathedral. A noble one. it

is true, has been in course of construction m the I MteU

States for a number of years, and there is reason to

believe that into its making have gone vine, at least,

of the qualities which hallowed the older shrines.
But there is so much in the true cathedral that can-

not be ordered, that cannot be paid ior. that cannot
even be evoked under a ot hire and pay. that it

is difficult to imagine this practical age 01 Itcel ami

concrete attempting anything ot the sort.
We have done many wonderful things with our

modern efficiency methods of quantity production ; but

it is to be observed that this is simply the duplication
in countless numbers, year in and year out. of an in-

ventor's idea. We don't turn out the original as fast
as that, only the replica. We can '"make" things very
rapidly; but creative work i slower. It is a simple

matter to produce thousands of prints of a notable pic-

ture once your plates are made: but painting the pic-

ture may occupy the discipline and effort of most of
a lifetime.

So the cathedral i not a building It IS not ordered,
designed and constructed by contract. It is a work of
piety and an offering from the soul of art. science and
labor upon the altar of religion.

Xo one made money out of the cathedrals. Xo one
did anything for effect. In hidden recesses where the
light would never come, and upon surfaces that the eye

to a living monument.
For tin st reaSOl s tin cathedrals have flowed w ith a

significance that even great historical structures do not

have. Cathedr.Js were built of love and revert m e, the

same spirit in t using architect and artisan. Tiny are
arias in stone, oratorios to lift and beauty and power.
They are the siuus of a great elevation of the sent-

iment of service and sacrifice in an age whose common
people were still free from the lure of gain- Men

worked to see their work, and loved to bestovt their
labor where it had most opportunity to endur .

I it.

therefore. Strange that the product differs from the
product of a different spirit?

Abbeys wire, in a way, lesser cathedrals. Some-

times as much sul went into their making as into the

larger structures. Tin- - testimony of Budcfast Vbbej

Church, now Hearing completion at the hands of co-
nsecrated unpaid workingmen, is that the creative spirit
still survives.

massive aiul successful experiment of the

THE at Bucktast Abbey in building with their
hands, through more than a dozen years, their

abbey church, has renewed in England an interest in

the mingled industry and devotion which reared the
great cathedrals.

A similar interest has been created in the United
States, though not by the same means. We have in

this country perhaps not more than two or three cathe-

drals which may be mentioned in the same breath, though
always with great modesty and discretion, with the
cathedrals of other lands. But nonetheless a new in-

terest here has been aroused, partly through the writings
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EMULATING their
EL brothers of the
Middle Ages. and
with a purpose of
serving both God and
man by showing the
kind and quality of
work that is done for
love of the work and
not for gain, a hand-
ful of monks at
Bucktast Abbey. Eng-
land, conceived the
idea of building with
their own hands the
abbey church. They
began with what was
at hand their own
land, the stone upon
it, their own hands
and stone-mason'- s

tools, their own de-

sign of the structure.
They desired that no
outside help should
be given, in order that
the church might re-
main a monument of
what can be done
even in this modern
industrial age by men
who have a purpose
in their work higher
than the material gain.


